ROCK ‘N ROLL
LEVEL:

Grade 4 - 6

SKILLS:

comparing place value, expanding numbers

PLAYERS:

2 – 4 (1 player as referee)

EQUIPMENT: 2 – 6 dice per player (# of dice will determine value of number), recording
GOAL:

sheet
to be the first player to order their dice and to create the greatest number
possible

GETTING STARTED: The referee calls players to “Rock and Roll”. All players shake

their dice and hide the roll with their hands until the referee calls “Reveal”. Players then begin
arranging their dice to make the greatest number possible. The first player to finish calls out
“Rock and Roll”. All other players must immediately freeze their work in their current order and
pull their hands off their dice. The first player verbalizes their number to the other players.
If the first player to finish has correctly ordered and read their number, they earn 5 points.
Players then get to finish arranging their rolls to create their number. All players compare their
numbers. The player with the greatest number in the round earns 5 points. It is possible for
a player to earn 10 points if their dice are arranged first, correctly ordered and the greatest
number for the round.
EXAMPLE: Playing to ten thousands

Roll
Arrange		

65 422

Read

Sixty-five thousand, four hundred twenty-two

Don’t allow students to use AND when reading their whole
numbers. AND is for decimals. "six hundred fifty" (650) is a
different number than "six hundred and fifty" (600.50)

VARIATIONS:
1. Students play for the least possible number.
2. Students play on the decimal gameboard.
3. Arrange and write all your numbers in ascending order.
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ROCK ‘N ROLL
JOURNAL WORK AND EXTENSIONS:
1. Why is it important to see place value represented in many different ways?
2. What is the greatest possible number that can be rolled? The least? How close were you on
any roll to either of these possibilities?
3. What strategy did you use to tell which number was the greatest in the round? Do you use the
same strategy when the numbers were very close?
4. This game is excellent for teaching expanded notation. After each round have players place
their dice on one of the place value charts on page 94 or 95. This provides the language
for the students. After the dice are placed, have players expand them out as shown in the
picture below. The blank spaces in the charts represent zeros. From this physical expanding
of the number we then have students record on their math journal recording sheet.
5. Pick any two numbers and draw using place value pictures. Show each number decomposed
two ways.
6. Use blank place value chart on page 96 to differentiate your instruction.
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ones

tens

hundreds

thousands

ten thousands

hundred thousands

ROCK ‘N ROLL GAMEBOARD I
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thousandths

hundredths

tenths

ones

tens

hundreds

ROCK 'N ROLL GAMEBOARD II

ROCK ‘N ROLL GAMEBOARD III
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ROCK ‘N ROLL RECORDING SHEET
ROLL

NUMBER

EXPANDED NUMBER

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
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